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ABSTRACT
 
This study explores and describes adolesc(;nt females'experience ofdisclosure of
 
sexual abuse. The literature indicates a significant impact onthe lives ofv^ictims before
 
and after the disclosure ofsexual abuse. The literature offers limited information about
 
I
 
the experience ofthe victims related to disclosure. The study sample w^s23 adolescent
 
females in treatment at an agency ofRiverside County Department ofMental Health. The
 
specific research orientation ofthis studyfollowed the Post-Positivist research paradigm.
 
Data wasgathered and analyzed using Qualitative methods. The goal ofthis study wasto
 
provide insights and theory into the experience ol sexual abuse victims involved in the
 
disclosure ofthat abuse. The results ofthis stud> give a clearer picture ofthe process of
 
disclosure for this sample,offering a characteriza ion ofthe individual to whom the victim
 
is most likely to disclose,the factors which helped or hindered it,the context and the ef
 
fects ofdisclosure. The main findings aboutthe individual to whom sexual abuse was
 
disclosed related to relationship, position and response,with trust and communication be
 
ing keyfactors. The role ofsomeone asking about sexual abuse wasfound to be a strong
 
determinate in disclosure. The participants' previous experiences, awareness of, and
 
beliefs about,sexual abuse werefound to be factors which helped or hindered disclosure
 
The context ofdisclosure wasfound to include location, emotions,sense ofisolation and
 
decision process. The primary effects ofdisclosure were shown to include removal firom
 
home and questioning by authorities, both ofwhich led to a sense ofreYctimization. It is
 
hoped these insights will be ofbenefit to social vwkerswho work directly with the vie
 
tims ofsexual abuse,and allow them to better serve this population.
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INTRODUCTION
 
TheFocus ofthe Inquiry
 
Social workersinvolved in direct practice with sexually abused children are aware
 
ofthe processes involved in the disclosure ofabuse. They are aware ofthe difficulties of
 
convincing a victim to disclose, supporting them through the process,their frequent desire
 
■ ! 
to recant, and the ensuing turmoil in their lives. Elowever,little is knowri aboutthe expe 
rience ofdisclosure from the point-of-view ofthe victims themselves. This omission
 
seemsto ignore the one person who hasthe most:involvement and the best understanding
 
ofthe experience.
 
The sexual abuse ofchildren has emerged as one ofthe majorforms ofchild abuse.
 
As recently as 1974,sexual abuse was considered a problem ofrelatively limited scope.
 
However,by the late 1970s, official reports ofsexual abuse began to increase at a much
 
more rapid rate than reports ofotherforms ofabuse(Finkelhor, 1984). The number of'
 
reports continues at a high rate today. Finkelhor, Hotahng,Lewis,and s|mith(1990),in a
 
recent survey,found the rate ofvictimization offemales as children to betwenty-seven
 
percent. While the official statistics vary,it would appear that, at a minimum,nineteen
 
percent to, as high as,fifty-two percent ofthefemale population have experienced sexual
 
victimization as children(Finkelhor, 1979;Russell 1983;Finkelhor, et al. 1990).
 
Sexual abuse is not confined to specific socioeconomic classes, npr to any specific
 
!
1
 
racial or ethnic group,it cuts across the entire spectrum ofAmerican society
 
I
 
(Finkelhor, 1993). Nor is it a strictly American problem,it is ofequal or greater
 
magnitudethroughoutthe world. Research indicates the highest rates are in the more eco
 
nomically disadvantaged countries and in those uijidergoing conditions ofrapid
 
socioeconomic change(Finkelhor&Korbin, 1988).
 
Theimmediate and long-term effects ofcMld sexual abuse are bepoming increas
 
ingly recognized as highly significant social and mental health problems(Conte&Berliner,
 
1988;Lanktree,Briere&Zaidi, 1991). The evidence in the research indicates that a sig
 
nificant number ofindividuals sufferingfrom moderate to major mental disorders were
 
sexually abused as children(Strean, 1988;Briere,&Zaidi, 1989;Patten, Gatz,Jones&
 
Thomas, 1989). The child suffers fi^ om the immeqiate effects ofthe abuse in terms ofdis
 
ruption oftheir normal development,loss oftrust. feelings ofguilt,a sense ofbeing
 
"damaged",and a multitude other problems(Finkelhor&Browne,1985;Browne&
 
Finkelhor, 1986;Kendall-Tackett, Williams&Finkelhor, 1993). The long-term impact can
 
lastthroughoutthe individual's lifetime. A great deal ofnew evidence is emerging that
 
correlates sexual abuse with a significant number oflife problems and major disabilities
 
(Glaser&Frosh, 1988). The passage through ado escence is often more troubled, with a
 
higher incidence ofbehayioral problems,substance abuse,sexual acting out,and academic
 
problems(Runtz&Briere, 1986). There is a much higher likelihood ofbeing sexually re-

victimized, both as child and later as an adult(Russell, 1986). There is a stronger
 
I
 
likelihood ofvictims later becoming perpetrators or becoming involved with an individual
 
who will abuse their children(Tower,1989). Friendships,intimacy, marriage, parenting,
 
and career functioning, have also been shown to be highly impacted by a history ofsexual
 
abuse(Finkelhor&Browne,1988;Briere&Runtz, 1991).
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The sexual abuse ofa child,by its very namre,is a well-kept secret. Disclosure
 
creates often traumatic difficulties for the child,the family, and sometimesfor the profes
 
I
 
sionals working with them. In families in which iiicest has occurred,secrjecy is the
 
organizing principle ofall family relationships. Bpth the testimonies ofsurvivors and the
 
clinical literature emphasize the central role ofthe
incest secret(Sgroi, 1^82). Children
 
who have been sexually abused by adults outside tle family also frequently keep this secret
 
as a result ofintimidation or shame. Secrecy compoundsthe trauma ofthe sexual abuse
 
itselfby isolating the victim from others,so that their perceptions can not; be1 validated
 
Often,the victim comesto doubt their own experience ofreality, which is at odds with the
 
family's or perpetrator's version ofthe truth(Courtois, 1988). Sexual activity ofany type,
 
engaged in by an adolescent,is often viewed as stemming from negative personal qualities.
 
Sexual behavior is especially seen as aberrantfor adolescentfemales(Miller& Simon,
 
1974). Adolescents,in general, often attribute negative motives and traits to the sexual
 
activity oftheir female peers(Cowan&Weible, 1977). Adolescentfemales often maintain
 
their families and peers. Many,ifnot
the role ofsecrecy to avoid negative attributions by 1
 
most,victims ofchild sexual abuse reach adult life sjtill preserving the rule ofsecrecy
 
(Sauzier, 1989;Schatzow&Herman,1989).
 
The victim fears both the imagined and real consequences ofdisclosing the abuse.
 
I
 
Their lives are often turned up side down,with the possibility ofbeing disbelieved, blamed
 
for family breakups,removed from their homes,quesitioned by numerous adults, and
 
subjected to the possibility ofcourt testimony. While the majority wanted tjie abuse to
 
stop, many had strong positive feelings for the abuser. The disclosure often results in the
 
abuser being arrested and facing prison(Farrell, 1088;Spencer&Nicholson, 1988;
 
Tower,1989). Many children(and some adults)recant their disclosure to mitigate the
 
serious consequences with which they arefaced,as a result ofcoercion bythefamily or
 
perpetrator, or to protect the abuser(Everson,Hvjnter,Runyon,Edelsohn.&Coulter,
 
1989; Sirles&Franke, 1989;Rieser, 1991).
 
Many victims,their families, and nottoofeW professionals, see the disclosure
 
the actual abuse(Sorensen&Snow,
process and results, as,ifnot more,traumatic than i
 
1991;Testa,Miller,Downs&Panek, 1992). It is even suggested in the liierature,thatthe

victim who fails to disclose the abuse,orfor whomjit is discovered accidentally, appears to
 
suffer much less emotionaltrauma(Sauzier, 1989;Sorensen&Snow, 199!l). Sauzier
 
i
(1989)notes thatthese findings tend to supportthe clinical impression that^ 
I 
disclosure puts
 
extra stress on children and cannot be expected ofevery victim. In looking at how parents
 
viewed the aftereffects ofdisclosure, Sauzier also foilund the poor ratings parents gavelaw
 
enforcement,judicial, and Child Protective Service professionals maybe linked to the
 
reluctance ofvictims to disclose their abuse and underscoresthe need to review current
 
procedures and practices. Overall, a great majority ofparents did see the sqxual abuse as
 
harmfulto the child and to the family,butthey were evenly divided about whether the
 
disclosure was harmful or helpful to the child and faimly
 
The literature asserts strongly that the victims ofsexual abuse not only feel victim
 
ized by the abuse itself, but often equally abused by the process and aftereffects ofthe
 
disclosure ofthe abuse. It is evidenced in the literature thatthere appearsto be a highly
 
complex process involved in avoiding disclosure, disciosing,recanting disclosure,regret­
4
 
 ting disclosure, and/or adjusting to disclosure(Sorensen&Snow,1991;Testa,et al,
 
1992).
 
I
 
Insight into this experience,through understanding better how to reduce the
 
trauma and increase the likelihood ofdisclosure, would assist the social wjorker in both
 
1
 
direct practice, and in administrative and policy making roles. It has been'shown thatthe
 
disclosure ofsexual abuse impacts many individual!. The social worker at either the direct
 
1 i
 
practice or administrative/policy making level is often the onefaced with dealing with the
 
impact ofthe problem. A better understanding oftne experience ofthe victim would
 
{
 
appear to be ofsignificant importance in performance ofthe social worker's role
 
The Fit ofthe Paradigm t|o the Focus
 
The purpose ofthis study wasto explore and describe in greater detail the experi
 
ence ofthe disclosure ofsexual abuse. Itfocused specifically on the victims,themselves,
 
and in so doing attemptsto offer greater insights into their experience. It is hoped that
 
these insights will be ofbenefit to social workers who work directly with the victims of
 
sexual abuse.
 
The specific research orientation ofthis study followed the Post-Posij;ivist research
 
I
 
!
 
paradigm. A large number ofPositivist studies have been conducted on the subject of
 
i
 
sexual abuse and have yielded a wealth ofquantitative data. The majority ofthese studies
 
have examined the subject in terms of"why"disclosuip happens. This study,ifollowing the
 
Post-Positivist paradigm,is more interested in"what" lappens and"what"thb impact is.
 
ofthe disclosure ofsexual abuse.
 
The majority ofthe Uterature on sexual abiuse is anecdotal in nature,being based
 
on case records,reviews ofthe literature, surveys ofprofessionals,and surveys ofparents.
 
Because ofthe recency ofinterest in this area, however,as well as the costs and time in
 
vestment associated with more rigorous longitudinal research,many ofthese studies have
 
used correlational designs and retrospective reports ofabuse(Briere, 1992). Many ofthe
 
subjectsinterviewed regarding their experience ofsexual abuse have been college stu
 
dents, bringing up possible methodological issues and the question ofthe significance of
 
data gathered fi-om alimited, possibly atypical, pojpulation(Finkelhor, 1979;Haugaard&
 
Emery, 1989).
 
The preponderance ofresearch on sexual dbuse hasfollowed the Positivist Para
 
digm,examining the problem fi-om atheory testing, quantitative perspective. While much
 
research has been directed at the problem ofsexual abuse ofchildren and to the issue of
 
the disclosure ofabuse,there appear to be significant gapsin the knowledge ofhow the
 
victims experience the process ofdisclosure. Several studies(Finkelhor, 1979;Russell,
 
1983;Finkelhor, 1984;Finkelhor, 1993)have offered extensive insights into the"facts" of
 
disclosure,the methodologies allow little insight into the"experience" ofdisclosure. The
 
victim themselves have been converted to subjects and their unique experience has been
 
lost to statistics and assumptions by professionals.
 
Previous research offers insight into who is abused,by whom,forhow long,who
 
discloses,to whom,and what may happen afterwai'd. The research offers Httle informa
 
tion about what made a victim chose to disclose at a given point,to a specific person.
 
what may have hindered earlier disclosure, what cculd have been doneto ease the process
 
ofdisclosure,and what would have reduced the tfauma to their life follo^ng the disclo­
sure. These,and other questions, are the onesfaoed by social workers dn a day-to-day
 
basis.
 
The very nature ofsexual abuse makes it a very personal and very private experi
 
ence. The victims are often very mistrustful ofany and everyone, specifically those asking
 
questions about their abuse. This is not a subject that can be reduced to !jnumbers and dry
 
statistics. It is a matter ofa highly charged emotional experience which is uniqueto each
 
individual who has undergone it. In order to gain a better understanding ofthe experience
 
ofthese individuals,their experience mustbe vieWed in terms ofits meaning to them
 
A strictly quantitative approach to this issue would missthe richer patterns which
 
lie within each oftheir experiences,reducing them to objects,a situation many ofthem
 
have already encountered in their abuse. In order to arrive at a better understanding and
 
with greater depth the meanings oftheir experiencees,the qualities ofthese experiences
 
must be examined. A qualitative approach to this issue would seem much more produc­
tive, resulting in a more meaningful understanding ofhow the disclosure ofsexual abuse is
 
experienced and whatit meansto the victim. It also allowsfor presentation ofmany more
 
intricate details ofthe phenomenathan is possible ivith quantitative methods.
 
METHODS
 
This study,following the Post-PositivistParadigm,attempts to fill in the gaps,add
 
substance to the facts ofprior studies, and offer new insights into the disclosure ofsexual
 
abuse. This study does not addressthe issue ofcausality,but rather seeksto offer better
 
understanding ofthe experiences ofthe victims oi'sexual abuse. |
 
Where and From WhomData Was Collected
 
The study was carried out at an agency ofRiverside County Department ofMental
 
Health. The agency is located in the city ofRiverside and is a mental health treatmentfa
 
cility which offers services to children and their families. One ofthe primary practice
 
functions ofthis agency is the treatment ofchildren who have been sexually abused,which
 
makes it an ideal site at which to conduct this projDosed study.
 
The population studied were clients ofRiverside County Department ofMental
 
Health. Specifically the population wascomprised ofthosefemales who were currently in
 
treatment at an agency ofthe Department ofMental Health. The specific sample drawn
 
from this population wasfemales betweenthe ages often and nineteen,who were in­
volved in specific treatment groups at this agency These specific groups are designed to
 
treat individuals who have been sexually abused apd have,by definition, had the abuse
 
disclosed.
 
This was a convenience sample,including only: those individuals who wished to
 
1
 
take part in the study,who were willing to discuss issues surrounding the disclosure of
 
sexual abuse,and for whom consent ofalegal guardian could be obtainec. The scope of
 
this study waslimited to female participants in orderto focusthe data which needed to be
 
gathered. Thelower end age limit often was chosen to insure adequate ability to verbal
 
ize experiences. The specific sample size was23females. The study wa!s conducted over
 
approximately a seven-month period.
 
The protection ofeach participant in the study wasinsured in a number ofways.
 
Each individual participant who wasunder the age ofeighteen was required to have a
 
j
 
signed authorization to participate from their legal guardian. It was madje clear to each
 
participant that participation in the study was totally voluntary. Each group received a
 
briefexplanation ofthe purpose and goals ofthe study,and had timeto discuss questions
 
and concerns with the researcher and asthe focus
ofnormal group process. The results of
 
the study will be made available to group leaders,for their owninformation,as well as,to
 
providefeedback to the participants.
 
All data gathered was be held in strict confidence, with no identifying information
 
leaving the treatment agency. Individual responses were coded by a number rather than by
 
name. The results ofthe study are being presented in terms ofglobal responses and theo
 
ries resulting from the analysis ofthe data.
 
Instrumentation
 
In the study,the researcher,in a sense, wals the data collection instrument. The re
 
searcher developed the initial questionsto be askejcd,developed a rapportto allow the
 
participants to share their experiences,recognized what wasimportant in the data, and
 
gave it accurate meaning. In order to gain accurai:einformation from the participants in
 
this proposed study,it was necessaryfor the researcher to prepare themselvesto become
 
sensitive to the data to be gathered and to the participants themselves.
 
This sensitivity wasto be developed in three ofways. First,the researcher was
 
well grounded in professional experience in order to understand the nature ofthe data be­
ing studied and in order to have some sense ofth(; significance ofthe issues to the
 
participants. The researcher has worked with sexually abused children and adults,their
 
i
 
families,and the perpetrators ofabusefor eighteen years. In this time his experience has
 
led him to a large number ofassumptions aboutthe cause and effect ofsexual abuse and
 
disclosure. This experience allowed the development ofan adequate rappport with the
 
participants, making it easier for them to discuss an uncomfortable topic, The experience
 
also aided in being more aware ofthe significant data and how to better iinterpret it.
 
The second sensitivity strategy was beconing adequately grounded in the htera­
ture. A strong familiarity with relevant literature idlowed for a rich background which
 
sensitized the researcher to the phenomenon being studied. It also allowed for a better
 
understanding ofthe data and how to interpret it. Athorough review ofthe literature, de­
veloped not only a more sensitive approach to the experiences ofthe participants,but
^
 
better understanding ofthe data as it was analyzed. |
 
The creative aspect which allowed the researcherto use experience and awareness
 
ofthe literature to view the research situation and its associated data in new ways,wasa
 
third strategy. In looking at the data in a different way atheory was developed which is
 
beyond or at least adjunctive to the theories which have previously been developed.
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Planning,Data Collection and Recording Modes
 
The data was collected by the researcher,individually or in collaboration with each
 
ofthe leaders ofthe specific groupsto be sampled. The group leaders were each Licensed
 
Clinical Social Workers or Licensed Marriage,Family and Child Counse ors, with at least
 
ten years ofexperience in working with victims ofsexual abuse. Priorto collection ofthe
 
data,each group leader received information on tjhe purpose ofthe study and its goals.
 
They were presented with the initial questions,given instructions on the format ofthe
 
questions, and how broader responses would be elicited, ifneeded
 
Each group ofparticipants in the study received a briefexplanation ofthe purpose
 
and goals ofthe study,and the method ofdata co lection. They had the opportunity to ask
 
questions regarding the study and discuss it briefly within their group. Each participant
 
was given an Informed ConsentForm(See Appendix A)to complete. In addition,those
 
subjects underthe age ofeighteen were given aform to be filled outby tlileir legal guardi­
ans, authorizing their participation in the study. Following each data collection interview,
 
the participant was offered a briefopportunity to discuss her feelings and questions about
 
the interview and the questions. A Debriefing Statement(See Appendix;B)was given to
 
each participant as she completed the interview.
 
Each participant's responses were coded by a group number and an individual
 
number. For instance the first group ofparticipants interviewed were group"1",and the
 
first individual was"1". This resulted in a codefor the responses from each individual, as
 
in"1-1, 1-2...5-6". A separate list was kept identii:fying which specific code was assigned
 
to each individual. The reason for this coding wastwo-fold: I)it protected the identity
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and confidentiality ofthe participants, and 2)it pijovided a data trail in orderto check or
 
expanded upon any participant's responses.
 
Data collection wasconducted using a set ofsix questions designed to establish
 
demographic data and an initial set oftwenty-four open-ended interview questions de­
signed to elicit as much information as possible regarding the individual's experience
 
regarding disclosure ofsexual abuse(See Appendx C). The questions were based on con
 
cepts derived from the literature, personal experience,and discussions with other
 
professionals in the field. These questions were considered provisional, providing a be
 
ginning focusfor the research question.
 
Each participant wasinterviewed separate!;y and her responses recorded in writing
 
and on audio tape The interview was conducted 1by the researcher, at titlesjoined by the
 
leader ofa particular participant's treatment group. Afew individual participants felt
 
more comfortable responding to the questions in the presence oftheir group therapist.
 
The questions were presented to each participant and her complete response was
 
recorded. Ifher responsesto certain questions lacked detail, she was asked to explain
 
more fully,ifpossible. The prior experience ofthe researcher,and at tinJes the group
 
therapist, were drawn uponin order to elicit as fixll a response as is possijjle.
 
Following each day's data collection,the written notes were che(^ked against the
 
audio tape for fidelity, and any necessary corrections made. The responses were discussed
 
by the researcher and the group leader to clarify nieanings and correct interpretation.
 
Notes on these discussions were added to the data.. The datafor each participant wasthen
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transcribed into a word processing program,whi(|h allowed for easier retrieval and ma
 
nipulation ofthe data.
 
Quality Control
 
The fidelity ofthe data gathered wasinsured through the use ofboth written and
 
i
 
audio tape recordings. The responses were checked by both the researclier and the group
 
I
 
leader who was present at the time ofthe interview. This insured clarity ofthat set re
 
sponses as well as clearer understanding ofthe respondents'meanings. The original data
 
recorded was maintained throughout the studyto insure the ability to retpm to the exact
 
responses should there be any questions.
 
During both the open coding and the axial coding phases ofdata analysis, catego­
ries, properties,and dimensions were verified against the original data to validate
 
I
 
hypotheses asthey were developed. In addition,the researcher's assumptions aboutthe
 
i
 
data were validated against those ofthe group leaders and those ofthe research advisor.
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 RESULTS AND i^NALYSIS
 
The initial six questions asked ofeach pan;iicipant yielded data which serve to bet­
ter characterize this sample. Table 1 showsthat tle participants in thissmdyranged fi'om
 
pre- to late adolescence(mean= 15.30 years). It may also be seen that ttle age at which
 
each participant was first molested covers a wide range,fi'om age 1 to 16 years, butthe
 
mean ageoffirst molest was6.67 years. The! len^;t]h oftime individual participants were
 
molested varied fi'om onetime to eleven years, with the majority being molested for sev­
eral years(mean=4.30).
 
43
 
O
The responses ofthe participants in the h:nuiti ed sample ofthis study showed no re­p
 
lationship between the age at first molest,the len^:h oftime they were molested and how
 
long before they first told someone aboutthe moleSt or how long before the molest was
 
disclosed to authorities(see Table 1). The data in Table 1 does indicate long periods of
 
Table 1
 
Age ofParticipants and TimePeriods ofMoles)and Disclosure
 
N=23
 
Age Age 
Age First How Long First Tcl(d Disclosed To Time To TimeTo 
Age Molested Molested^ SomeoiKle Authorities First Tell Disclose 
Min; 10.00 1.00 6.00 7.00 0.00 0.00'^
 
Max: 19.00 16.00 11.00 16.00 17.00 10.00 10.00
 
Mean: 15.30 6.57
 4.30 10.61 12.13 04 5.57
 
STD: 2.27 3.49 2.68
 2.58 2.77 28 2.99
 
^In years.
 
^ Molested only one time or less than one year.
 
°Told or disclosed immediately.
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time elapsed before they first told someone(mear 4.04 years)or when!the molest was
 
disclosed to authorities(mean=5.57 years). This latency period is can ,1be assumed to be
 
the result ofthe high need for secrecy inherentin sexual abuse(Finkelho 1979:Schatzow
 
&Herman, 1989).
 
The literature indicates that within the geperal population,less than fifty percent of
 
the perpetrators ofmolest are afamily member(F^;inkelhor, 1979;Russell, 1983). How-

I
 
ever,seventy-eight percent ofparticipants in this itudy were molested by afamily member
 
(see Table 2). Finkelhor(1984)and Russell(198^")also found a much higher number of
 
Table 2:
 
Relationship ofPerpetrator
 
N=23
 
Relationship Nxunber Percentage
 
Father 9 39.13%
 
Step-Father 7 30.43%
 
Relative 2 08.69%
 
Acquaintance 5 21.73%
 
Total 23 100.00%
 
the perpetrators to be step-fathers, rather than nahjral fathers. Table2showsthat the
 
I
 
participants in the present study were molested more often by their ownfathersthan by
 
step-fathers. Thesetwofactors indicate that there may be some differences in the charac
 
teristics ofthe individuals in the present study,relative to the general population.
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 The current study showed no relationship between the ethnicity dfthe participants
 
. I

and their responsesto the questions. Previous stiidies sampled predominately white
 
populations(Finkelhor, 1979, 1984),while the present study was made up almost equally
 
ofHispanic and white individuals(see Table 3). The present study,in terms ofHispanic
 
and white participants, reflects the ethnic makeup ofRiverside county,tfiough the Afiican-

American population is significantly under represented.
 
Table 3
 
Ethnicitv ofParticipant
 
N=23
 
Ethnicity Numbe!r Percentage
 
Hispanic 10 43.48%
 
African-American 2 08.70%
 
White 11 47.83%
 
Total 23 100.00%
 
Open Codiiij
 
The studyfollowed the"Grounded Theory approach ofquahtative analysis as de­
j
 
fined by Strauss and Corbin(1990).A pattern ofpneliminary open-ended interviewing and
 
data collection wasfollowed by analysis ofthe iniitjial data. In interviewing each par­
ticipant, patterns emerged fi'om the data,resulting in the developmentofinitial concepts
 
and working hypotheses. These concepts and hypotheses were then incorporated into the
 
interviews ofthe next participants, and so on,throjugh all twenty-three interviews. A final
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analysis ofthe data yielded a comprehensive theoiy regarding the research question,and
 
i
 
allowed for the development ofatheory related tq the question. ■ 
The results ofthe open-ended questions(See Appendix C)were ^alyzed using the
 
technique of"open coding"(Strauss& Corbin, 1990). The objective ofbpen coding was
 
to discover,name,and categorize phenomena;als0to develop categoriesin terms oftheir
 
properties and dimensions. Analysis, at this point was directed toward revealing as many
 
potentially relevant categories as possible, along \idth their properties and dimensions
 
i
 
The process ofopen coding was approached in several ways. Imtially, it was ex
 
amined line by line, phrase by phrase,and often bj' single words. As cate|gories began to
 
develop the focus was shifted to an examination ofthe data in terms ofsentences and
 
whole paragraphs. Thefocus was geared more toward the categorization ofmajorideas.
 
Finally, as more information was developed,the data wasviewed in terms ofthe entire set
 
!
 
ofresponses from each individual. The analysisfcicused on similarities aid differences
 
between the participants' total responses
 
The data from the open coding was broken down into discrete parts, exactingly
 
examined,compared for similarities and differences, and questions were asked aboutthe
 
phenomena as reflected in the data. These questicns,and the conceptual products of
 
comparisons that emerge,were then added to the original list ofquestions.
 
Conceptualizing the data wasthe first step in analysis. In breaking down and con­
ceptualizing the data,an observation,a sentence,a paragraph,wastaken|apart and each
 
discrete incident,idea, event,or something that standsfor or represents a'phenomenon
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was given a name. Data was compared,incident ivith incident so that similar phenomena
 
could be given the same name.
 
Once particular phenomena in the data wals identified, concepts were grouped
 
around them. This was doneto reduce the numb^ir ofunits with which the researcher had
 
to work. In this process the concepts that seemed to pertain to the same phenomena were
 
categorized. While at this point any proposed relationships were still considered provi
 
sional,the phenomenon represented by a category was given a conceptual name.
 
The process ofopen coding made possible the identification not only ofcategories
 
but also oftheir properties and dimensions. The piroperties were the characteristics or at
 
tributes ofa category,and the dimensions represented positions ofa pro||)erty along a
 
continuum. Properties and dimensionsformed the basis for making relationships between
 
i

categories and subcategories. Each time an instance ofa category appeared in the data,it
 
was possible to place it somewhere along the dimtinsional continua(Strauss& Corbin,
 
1990).
 
A separate dimensional profile was develo]3ed from each occurrence ofa category.
 
A pattern wasformed from the grouping ofseversi ofthese profiles. Under the given set
 
ofconditions ofthis study,the dimensional profile:represents the specific!properties ofa
 
phenomenon.
 
During the process ofOpen Coding,the ekiamination ofthe data yielded four dis
 
crete concepts related to the disclosure and impact ofsexual abuse. The^e four concepts
 
where then used asthe framework for developing categories which moreIclearly explained
 
disclosure ofsexual abuse and its impact. The fou|r concepts developed from the data
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were: Characteristics ofPerson to Whom Disclosed,Factors Which Helped or Hindered
 
Disclosure, ContextofDisclosure,and Effects ofDisclosure
 
Characteristics ofPerson to Whom Disclosed
 
The mostimportant categories related to the person to whom they disclosed which
 
emergedfrom the participant's responses were: ILelationship,Position and Response. In
 
I
 
Table 4,the participant's relationship with the individual is seen to consist ofsix general
 
Table4
 
Relationship ofPerson to Whom Disclosed
 
Category Properties Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Relationship
 
Alliance close < > distant
 
Duration long < > short
 
Contact much < > little
 
Dependence high < > low
 
Trust much < > little
 
Communication easy < > difficult
 
properties, each with a dimensional range. The ptirticipants were more likely to disclose
 
to someone with whom they had a close alliance cflong duration. They Llso choseto dis­
close to someone upon whom they were highly diependent,ifthat individual wassomeone
 
they trusted and with whom they had easy commimnication. Ifthis relationship lacked trust
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and communication,they were more likely to disclose to someone upon whom they had
 
little dependence.
 
The perceived position ofthe person to whlom they disclosed(see Table 5)also
 
played an important role in their decision ofwho to tell. They were more likely to disclose
 
Table5
 
Position ofPerson to Whom Disclosed
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range |
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Position
 
Kinship	 related < > umelated
 
1
 
I
 
Authority much < > little
 
i
 
Availability milimited < > limited
 
i
 
Knowledge substantial < > norie
 
Experience similar < > none
 
to someone who was more closely related to them,in terms ofkinship. However,kinship
 
was modified by availability, in thatthe person musSt be available to them at the time they
 
chose to disclose. A person in authority(teacher,therapist, counselor)inust have sub­
stantial knowledge ofsexual molest issues in order to be selected for disclosure. In almost
 
all cases,the position ofhaving similar personal experience with sexual niolest wasthe
 
i
 
overriding factor in the choice ofthe person to whom they would disclose.
 
The expected and actual response ofthe person the participants chose wasthe key
 
factor in their decision making process(see Table 5). In many ofthe participants' cases
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 (57%),the person to whom they disclosed asked hem ifthey were being molested. They
 
also had to believe the person they told would ke(;p the information in cpnfid^nce, either
 
absolute, not sharing with anyone,or conditional. not sharing it publicly.' The person dis
 
closed to had to offer encouragementto disclose^d abundant supportto the individual
 
I
 
i
 
through the disclosure process. They had to be seen as an individual who would believe
 
i
 
■ ] 
the victim,as many ofthe participants had either experienced disbeliefinthe past or feared
 
they would not believed. There also had to be a strong beliefthey would respond to the
 
i
 
disclosure with action, either in reporting it or at l^ast making the abuse stop.
 
Table6
 
Response ofPerson to Whom Disclosed
 
Category Properties Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Response
 
Asked always <- -> never
 
Confidentiality absolute < > conditional
 
Encouragement much < > little
 
Belief urqualified <- none
 
I
 
Support abundant <- ^ none;
 
Action report <- -> conceal
 
The characteristics ofthe person to whom the participants in this study were most
 
]
 
likely to have disclosed involved relationship, posit^ion and the response ofthat individual,
 
The participants were more likely to disclose to an individual to whom they were related.
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had a close alliance, oflong duration,and with whom they had much contact. This
 
individual also had to be available to them atthe timethey wished to disclose. This
 
individual was more likely to be someone upon wllom they were highly(dependent,in
 
whom they had much trust and with whom it was easyto communicate. However,the key
 
factors oftrust and communication overrode the importance ofdependeiice. Ifthere was
 
no onethey depended upon which they could trus or with whom they cpuld communi-

I
 
cate, dependence became less important. The sec^md choice wasa persqn who wasin a
 
position ofauthority, who was available, had som<;knowledge ofmolest issues and with
 
whom they could communicate and trust. The person to whom they werje mostlikely to
 
disclose must respond in a certain manner. That person must ask about molest, assure
 
some degree ofconfidence,and offer encouragem nt and support. This person must also
 
be seen as someone who would believe them and Avho would take some type ofaction to
 
stop the molest. In almost all cases,the participants saw a person in a position ofhaving
 
personal experience with sexual abuse as an individual to whom they were more Hkely to
 
disclose.
 
Factors Which Helped or Hindered Disclosure
 
Coding ofthe participants'responses yielded three discrete categories relative to
 
factors that helped or hindered their disclosure: E:cperience, Awareness^d Beliefs. The
 
participants' previous experience(see Table 7)was afactor in deciding to disclose their
 
sexual abuse. The category ofexperience included the property ofhaving sufficient
 
knowledge about the meaning ofmolest,in their sitnation,in order to decide onthe need
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to disclose. Table7showsthey also were more likely to disclose ifthey had always been
 
beheved in other circumstances. The amountthej'were threatened by either the perpetra­
tor or others, either overtly or covertly, related to the willingness they had to disclose.
 
I
 
Threats,no matter how unrealistic,to harm them,their famihes or that tliey would bethe
 
ones in trouble,were often believed. The morethey were threatened and the greater their
 
perception ofthe seriousness ofthe threat,the less hkely were they to disclose.. Their
 
i
 
experience ofpromises made by the perpetrator or others to stop or redube the molestim
 
pacted their decision to disclose. Ifthe perpetrator,for instance, had promised to stop the
 
I
 
molest,and did in fact stop,the victims were less likely to disclose the previous history of
 
molest. Ifthey had previously disclosed to someone and that person had taken some
 
action to either stop or reduce the molest,they were more likely to disclose to that person
 
or someone else again.
 
Table7
 
Previous Experience
 
Category Properties	 D]mensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Experience
 
Knowledge sufficient < > insufficient
 
Believed	 always < > never
 
Threatened much < > not at all
 
I
 
Promises kept < 	 > broken
 
i
 
Action	 some < > none
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 The participants' awareness ofmolest and the specific details ofdisclosure im­
■ i 
pacted their ability and willingness to disclose(see Table 8). Ifthey were unaware that
 
. 1
 
other individuals were being molested too,they oJfen saw molest as something peculiar
 
only to them. Knowing individuals who were mol^
ested decreases their sense ofisolation
 
Table8
 
Awareness ofMolest and Disclosure
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Awareness
 
Others Molested know < > unajware
 
WordsToUse familiar < > unfamiliar
 
WhoTo Tell know < > unaware
 
Procedures know < > unaware
 
and to some degree normalizes their experience. They are then aware that others dis
 
closed and it was therefore possible for them,too. Many ofthe participants reported that
 
they did not know whatto say, what wordsto use to describe what was happening to
 
I
 
them. The morefamiliar they were with wordsto describe molest and parts oftheir body,
 
the more hkely they were to be able to use those words. The participants' responses indi­
, 1
 
cated that a lack ofawareness ofwho to tell hindered their deciding to tell. Atthe same
 
1
 
1
 
time not knowing what would happen ifthey disclcised prevented severalfrom disclosing
 
sooner. They were not aware ofthe procedures ofreporting sexual abuse and this lack of
 
knowledge exacerbated any fears they had. Many ofthe participants reported that pro­
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grams on sexual abuse at school,television specials, and even television talk shows gave
 
them an increased awareness ofmolest and disclosure.
 
The beliefs the participants held about molest and disclosure had a strong influence
 
on their decision making process. As shown in Table 9,there werefour properties ofbe
 
liefs which emerged. The primary beliefwhich governed their decision to disclose was
 
related to their perception ofresponsibility for the molest. Ifthey believed or had been
 
Table9
 
Beliefs About Molest and Disclosure
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Beliefs
 
Responsibility external < > internal
 
harm to self little < > much
 
harm to family little < > much
 
harm to perpetrator little < > much
 
taught that they were responsible for sexual abuse,they were less likely to disclose than if
 
they saw the responsibility as being external. Many ofthe participants strongly believed
 
that ifthey disclosed the molest,they would be harmed,either physically or in terms of
 
blame. There was also a similar beliefthat disclosure would bring harm to their families,
 
physically,through legal repercussions, or the trauma ofdivorce. A substantial number of
 
the victims had good evidence for their beliefs about harm to themselves or their family,
 
having witnessed or experienced physical abuse,intervention ofoutside agencies, or
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previous divorces. Finally,some ofthe participants believed harm would cometo the
 
I
 
perpetrator, generally in theform ofarrest andjar While these individuals wanted the
 
molestto stop,they also had strong positive feelings for the perpetrator. and feared for his
 
safety. Some were aware ofthe legal consequences,others intuitively ktiew he would be
 
in trouble.
 
I
 
Factors which helped or hindered disclosui'e were reduced to thrqe categories,
 
I
 
experience, awareness,and beliefs, as discussed above. The participants in this study were
 
helped to disclose by having knowledge ofthe meaning ofmolest. They were also helped
 
when they had always been believed in other matt<;rs. They were hindereid by the
 
I
 
experience ofthreats ofharm to themselves or their family. They were aJjso hindered by
 
promises ofcessation or reduction ofthe molest. Previous experience ofjtelling someone
 
aboutthe molest,whotook some action, also helped in deciding to discl(|se. Further help
 
]
 
in deciding to disclose camefrom knowing ofothtsrs who were molested, having accessto
 
the correct wordsto describe molest,and being aware ofwho they could tell. It was also
 
important that they had someidea ofwhat would lappen ifthey disclosed. Also helpfulin
 
disclosing was a beliefthatthey were not responsil3le for the sexual abusd,no harm would
 
i
 
come to them,their family or,in many cases,the perpetrator. '
 
Context ofDisc osure
 
Exploring the context ofdisclosure resulted in a number ofcategories which ex
 
plain factors leading up to the disclosure ofthe sexual abuse. The categoiy oflocation of
 
the disclosure produced four distinct properties(s^e Table 10). The mor;^ familiar the
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 surroundings,the more likely wasthe individual to disclose. However,Ho matter how
 
!
 
familiar,ifthe location wasseen asless safe, discljDsure wasless likely toltake place.
 
■ j 
Highlyformal locations(hospitals, doctors'officei therapy)were less likely to result in
 
disclosure, unless they were perceived as being places that were more safe than familiar
 
places. The same relationship held true for locationsto which the participants were man
 
dated(psychiatric hospitals,foster homes,therapy). Ifthe location wasliighly formal or
 
they were mandated to be there, butthey were safely away from the perpjetrator, disclo
 
sure was more likely.
 
Table 10
 
Location ofDisclosure
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Location
 
I
 
Familiar	 very < > not at all
 
Safe	 more < > less j
 
I
 
Formality	 high < > low I
 
Mandated always < > never
 
The decision to disclose was also viewed in terms ofthe emotionsIrelated to the
 
molest. Coding ofthe participants' responsesindicated five emotions wefe ofprimaryim
 
portance: fear, shame,anger,depression and frustilation(see Table 11). ^or many ofthe
 
I
 
participantsfear was paramountin their decision to disclose. They had a Mgh level of
 
fear,ofongoing molest,that is the molest continuit^g;and increasing in intensity and
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activity(see Table 11). Eventhough some ofthe girls were molested for a number of
 
I
 
years,each event elicited some degree offear. They reported fear Ofthejact itselfand fear
 
i
 
ofthe emotions which it elicited. The more often the participants experienced fear about
 
1
 
the molest continuing or expanding the more likely werethey to disclose.] The morefear
 
pervaded their lives the more the likelihood ofdisclosure increased. The higher the in
 
tensity oftheir fear ofthe continuation ofthe molest,the higher wastheirIresolve to
 
disclose. Finally,the longer the fear continued the greater the chance they would disclose.
 
given the opportunity.
 
Table 11
 
Emotions Related to Molest
 
Category Properties Dii^ensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Emotions
 
I 
Fear high < > low I 
I 
I 
Shame more < > less ] 
I 
I 
Anger intense < > limited 
I 
I 
Depression more < > less 1 
I 
I 
I 
Frustration ejrtreme < > minor 1 
The emotion ofshame(see Table 11)relates to the participants' reports offeeling
 
dirty, bad,ashamed or damaged bythe molest. The more often they felt shame about the
 
molestthe less likely were they to disclose it to anyone. The more shame they felt the less
 
1
 
they wanted anyone to know aboutthe molest. Asthe intensity oftheir sense ofshame
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 around the molest increased,so did their own attermptsto keep it hidden Thelongerthe
 
molest and/or their feelings ofshame continued the more they felt resolved to their condi­
tion. Manyofthem(41%)reported feeling as ifothers could tell they were being
 
molestedjust by looking at them.
 
For many ofthe girls(65%)anger was an ^ver present emotion. They were angry
 
: I
 
at the perpetrator, angry at othersfor not protecting them and angry at themselves,ibeliev
 
ing they caused it. They also experienced anger wlen they believed the pbrpetrator was
 
going to molest a sibling orfriend. The more often and the more intense their experience
 
ofanger,the more likely they wereto disclose the molest, often in an angry,impulsive
 
outburst(22%). The extent ofthe anger indicated how much it ruled their lives. Several
 
were in trouble for fights at school,fights with their mother or other caretaker, and fights
 
with siblings. The higher the intensity oftheir anger and the longer it was|maintained,the
 
greater the chance it would overwhelm any other inhibitions they had about disclosihg.
 
Thefourth emotion expressed by many oftlie participants was dej^pssion(34%).
 
I
 
For several it had resulted in suicide ideation or attempts(22%). Those wiho experienced
 
I
 
more depression(see Table 11)often reported less inclination to report the sexual abuse.
 
The more extensive,the higher the intensity and the;longer the duration,the less likely
 
were they to mobilize the energy to disclose. There was httle effort to disclose, except
 
when the intensity reached the point wherethey acted to harm themselves iand were hospi
 
talized or referred for psychotherapy. Once hospitalized or in therapy,the|depression
 
j

reduced,and in a safer environment,there was a greater likehhood they would disclose
 
(see Table 10).
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Frustration with the ongoing molest also emerged as a property pfthe category
 
, i
 
"emotions"during open coding(see Table 11). The participants who experienced frus­
, i
 
tration often and for whom it was more extreme,were ready to disclose,igiven the right
 
j
 
opportunity. Asthe fiiistration reached a higher intensity and lasted for a longer duration,
 
many experienced feeUng"sick ofit,""tired ofit,' 'not going to take it any more." Their
 
desire to stop the molest at all costs became paranjiount. Forthem,disclosure took place
 
within afew days.
 
The sense ofisolation also pervaded manyofthe participants' hv^s. They reported
 
■ 
I
 
feeling alone and cut offfrom the world. Table 12 shows how this category was coded
 
using the resultant properties and dimensions. Thp responses ofthe participants indicated
 
Table 12
 
Sense ofIsolation
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Isolation
 
Frequency	 often < > never
 
■ 
Extent more < > less I
 
Intensity high < > low
 
Duration	 long < > short
 
Locus	 internal < > external
 
that the more often they felt isolated,the less hkely they were to reach outlto anyone,let
 
i
 
^ I
 
alone disclose their abuse. The more extensive their isolation,the fewer people with
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whom they had contact,the less opportunitythey lad to disclose. Asthe intensity oftheir
 
isolation increased and the longer it went on,the l^ssthey were to validate their own ex
 
I
 
periences. Thisincreased their view ofmolest as peculiar to them(see Table 8). The
 
locus oftheir isolation was either their ownintemdl decision or wasthe result ofexternal
 
controls by the perpetrator and/or others. When it resulted from the perpletrator and was
 
oflong duration, it often resulted in anger and fimsltration(see Table 11),'leading to an
 
increased likehhood ofdisclosure.
 
The decision to disclose the sexual abuse is related to each ofthe previous catego
 
ries and atthe same time has properties all its own i
(see Table 13). When all other factors
 
Table 13
 
Decision to Disclose
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Decision
 
Impulse	 total < > none
 
Accidental always < > never
 
i
 
Pressure	 high < > low
 
j
 
Plan supported < > alone
 
Asked always < > never
 
are in place the decision is made. In the case ofeleven ofthe participants^ they acted upon
 
impulse. They may havethought oftelling, but eac1 states she did not plan to tell when
 
she did,"itjust slipped out." They were angry or scared and acted without any conscious
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plan. Another five ofthe girls had their molest discovered by accident. Someone ob-

I j
 
served something,they had an unrelated physical exam or some other faptor beyond their
 
j
 
control. Pressure was placed upon three ofthe girls to disclose. They had shared the
 
molest in confidence with a fiiend,a sibling, who fvas also being molested,disclosed,or a
 
■ I 
sibling had guessed. In each case the other person pressured them to tellor that person
 
would. The finalfour had made concrete plans to disclose, either alone or with the sup­
port ofa sibling or peer. Each ofthese girls had given the matter sometl^ought, selected a
 
specific person and time and disclosed.
 
In thirteen ofthe cases,the victim would no^t have disclosed, at thattime,evenim­
pulsively,ifthey had not been asked by someone. Almost all ofthe girls Ranted to tell.
 
they were tired ofkeeping it inside, afraid to tell, but had to teU somebody. All ofthe
 
I
 
conditions were right at that moment and someone asked. They had not previously dis-

i
 
closed,no matter whatthe conditions,because"no one ever asked before.'
 
1
 
The context ofdisclosure wasreduced to the categories oflocaticjn, emotions,
 
isolation and decision to disclose. The participants in this study were more likely to
 
disclose in alocation which was very familiar, wherethey felt safe, which had alow level
 
offormality and into which they had not been mandated. However,locations which were
 
, !
 
high in formality and/or into which they had been mandated,when viewed as more safe,
 
I
 
were more likely to support disclosure. Disclosure;was more likely to take place in the
 
context ofhigh levels offear,less feeling ofshame, intense anger and a sense ofextreme
 
frustration. Disclosure wasless likely to take place;when the victims more often felt a
 
high intensity ofisolation for along period oftime. which wastheir own internal decision.
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The decision to disclose was mc)re likely when it v/asthe result oftotalimpulse,or when
 
, !
 
molest was accidentally discovered. Thelikelihood ofdisclosure increased with a high
 
level ofpressure to disclose or \yith a plan supported by others. The decision to disclose
 
was most likely to be made wheiisomeone asked about sexual abuse. |
 
I
 
Effects ofDisclosure 	 i
 
!	 i
 
The effects ofdisclosure!were varied and generally not whatwas expected by the
 
victims. Open coding yielded tep categories; RemovalFrom Home,Questioning by
 
i	 . I
 
Authorities, Testifying in Court,I Consequencesto Perpetrator,Response bfPerpetrator,
 
I	 i
 
Response ofFamily,Regret Over Consequencesto Perpetrator,Reliefat Disclosing,De
 
sire to Recant,and Handhng ofDisclosure.
 
One ofthe least expected,and mostfrightening effects ofdisclosure for many of
 
i	 I
 
the girls(35%)was being removed from their home and placed in some t^pe offacility,
 
' 1
 
generally a foster home(see Table 14). For most ofthe girls the action wasimmediate,
 
Table 14
 
RemovalFrom HomeFollowing Disclosure
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Removal
 
I
 
Action immediate < > nond
 
Duration	 long <- short
 
I
 
Experience negative <- positive
 
i
 
Decision	 official <- self I
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which elicited a great deal ofinitial fear and confusion. Their initial resppnse wasfol-

I
 
lowed by anger that they had to leave their home whenthey had done nothing wrong. The
 
duration ofout-of-home placement averaged approximately six months,ranging from a
 
]
 
minimum ofthree days,to thetwo years one girl has been in placement. The experience
 
i
 
i
 
wasseldom perceived by the girls as a positive one. They felt torn away from their family
 
I
 
and their friends. None ofthem believed the alternative caregivers understood whatthey
 
!
 
were going through. Although for eight ofthe girls the decision was official, made byju-

I
 
venile court,two ofthe girls were placed at their own request. The experiencefor these
 
two was much more positive, perceiving the foster home as a much safer enviromnent
 
than their home.
 
The most difficult experience following the disclosure being questiloned by numer­
i
 
ous people,each asking the same questions. The majority ofthe participants(74%)cited
 
j
 
this as the most difficult part ofdisclosing. The questioning(see Table 15)occurred more
 
Table 15
 
Questioning by Authorities
 
Category Properties Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Questioning
 
Frequency often < > neverj
 
Extent more < > less 1
 
!
 
i
 
Intensity high < > low I
 
I
 
Duration long < > short!
 
i
 
Number many < > few 1
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often than any otherfactor after disclosing. The more they were questioned,by more and
 
more people,the more they felt the impact ofthe molest. Whenthe intensity ofthe ques
 
tioning was high and the duration oflong,they all^ganto feel revictimized. Each
 
experienced an increase in negative feelings aboutthemselves(dirty,ashamed,blamed).
 
All felt extremely embarrassed,having to go over and over all ofthe intimate details of
 
their molest. The majority ofthem did not understpid the reasonsfor the questions and
 
began to feel resentful,and as one put it: "they all wrote it down,couldn't the restjust
 
read it."
 
The third category, which wasleast expected by the victims,was having to testify
 
in court against the perpetrator(see Table 16). All ofthe girlsjust wanted the molestto
 
Table 16
 
Testifying in Court
 
Category Properties Di:mensional range
 
tp to each incident)
plied 1
(§1
 
Testifying
 
Preparation much < > little
 
Questions many < > few
 
Embarrassment much < > little
 
Duration long <——> short
 
Confrontation of often < > never
 
Perpetrator
 
Stop,but several ofthem(30%)had to go to courtto ensure it. Some ofthem received
 
much preparation for what would happen by an attorney or social worker,others received
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little. Those that were well prepared experienced me court sessions as less traumatic.
 
The number ofquestions asked ofeach girl in court varied fromfew to many. Those who
 
were asked many and werethe least prepared,experienced a great deal m:ore embarrass
 
ment and negative feelings aboutthemselves. The girls,for whom their court testimony
 
and trial were short,felt less traumatized than those who had to sit through many days of
 
trial and testify for long periods. The mosttraumatic aspect for several ofthe participants
 
was having to face the perpetrator in court. The mjore often they were exposed to him the
 
moretraumaticthe event became.
 
The consequencesto the perpetrator(see Table 17)were varied, and seldom satis
 
fying to the victims. Almost all ofthe perpetrators eft the home immediately,some by
 
their own choice, others by official order. Lesstha4 half(47%)were arrested,and only
 
Table 17
 
Consequences to Perpetrator
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Consequences
 
Removal imraediate < > none
 
Arrest imipediate < > none
 
Jail	 long < > short
 
Treatment	 much < > none
 
39% spent any time injail. Actualtime injail ranged from one day to eight years. The
 
average wasless thantwo years,for those who served time. Several were referred for
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mental health treatment,but onlyfour actually attended and only one continued beyond a
 
few sessions. The victims felt, with the sexual abuse,removalfrom home,questioning,
 
and court,they were punished more than the perpetrators. The level ofresentment and
 
sense ofcontinued victimization was quite high.
 
The response ofthe perpetrators(see Table 18)wasfairly consistent across all of
 
the cases. Onlytwo accepted total responsibility lor the molest,two more accepted mini
 
mal,the rest denied it totally. Thetwo who accepted responsibility showed some remorse.
 
Table 18
 
Response ofPerpetrator
 
Category Properties imensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Perpetrator
 
Response
 
Responsibility accept < > denied
 
Remorse much < > none
 
Blame much < > little
 
Rejection total < > none
 
Flight total < > none
 
the rest indicated none. The victims were blamed for instigating or perpetuating the mo­
lest by the perpetrators more than halfofthe time([52%). In four cases the perpetrators
 
totally rejected the victims, refusing to talk to them or see them. In all butfour ofthe rest
 
ofcases there was rejection to some degree. The r sponse ofthree ofthe perpetrators
 
wastotal flight, leaving the area with no further co;htact with the victim.
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The response ofthe victim's family was ofcrucial importance to how she experi­
enced the effects ofdisclosure. The families responded in a number ofmarmers,some
 
positive,some very negative(see Table 19). Atleastfour ofthe participants were blamed
 
Table 19
 
Response ofFamilv
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Family Response
 
Blame	 often < > never
 
Rejection more < > less
 
Anger high < > low
 
Closeness increased < > decreased
 
Belief high < > low
 
Support complete < > incomplete
 
for the molest by some member oftheir family. Some victims(26%)were rejected by
 
some members or sections oftheir family. Anger v^as the response byfamily membersto
 
ward some ofthe victims(35%). Closeness wasfetto have increased in some ofthe
 
families(17%),while in others(43%),it wasfelt tC' have decreased. Many ofthe partici­
pants were reheved to find that most oftheir family believed them,however othersfound
 
they were disbelieved bysome members oftheir family(30%). Only slightly morethan
 
half(57%)ofthe participants reported they felt complete support from their family.
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i 
Some ofthe participants experienced a sense ofregret that the perpetrator had to
 
gotojail. This was not an outcome they had anticipated or fijlly considered when they
 
disclosed. The sense ofregret(see Table 20)is importantto them and contributesto their
 
Table20
 
Sense ofRegret Over Consequencesto I^erpetrator
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Regret
 
Frequency	 often < >• never
 
Extent	 more < > less
 
Intensity	 high < > low
 
Duration	 long < y short
 
overallfeeling about disclosing. The regret was acknowledge as occurring in22%ofthe
 
participants. The extentto which they feel it varies, but is not reported as being all en
 
compassing. The intensity also varies over time,in specific locations and on certain
 
occasions. The duration often coincided with the length oftime the perpetrator wasjailed.
 
The mostinunediate experience ofthe victims and the one which occurred most
 
often wasthe sense ofreliefthat was reported by alniost all ofthe participants(83%)fol
 
lowing disclosure(see Table 21). Despite all ofthe ordeals the had to undergo once they
 
disclosed,they felt reliefat having done so. The extent oftheir reliefwas quite powerful
 
and ofhigh intensity, however the duration was often somewhat short as the other realities
 
ofdisclosure appeared. The sudden reduction in fear and the increase in their sense of
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validation as others supported and believed them,offered them a new freedom. The re
 
lease from the secret unbound them and offered hcfpe.
 
Table 21
 
Sense ofReliefat Disclosing
 
Category Properties Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Relief
 
Frequency often < > never
 
Extent more < > less
 
Intensity high < > low
 
Duration long < > short
 
There was a very strong desire on the part ofmany ofthe victims to take back
 
their disclosure(see Table 22). In some ofthem it never happened,while in others it hap
 
pened often(44%). It occurred more in those wherejthe perpetrator wenttojail and/or
 
Table 22
 
Desire to Have Recanted Disclosure
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Recant
 
Frequency	 often <——> never
 
Extent more <——> less
 
Intensity high <——> low
 
Duration long <——> short
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where there was a significant amountofquestioning aboutthe molest(see Table 15).
 
There was a strong sense ofregret(see Table 20),a desire to undo whatthey felt they had
 
caused and/or a wish to stop the questions. The intensity was at its highestjust following
 
the sentencing and/or during the mostintense questioning and decreased in the months
 
after. The duration was often short,lasting only a few daysto afew months.
 
All twenty-three ofthe participants reported thatthey would have handled their
 
disclosure differently, ifthey had it to do over again(see Table 23). The frequency was
 
always often, with none wishing to never change w|lhat they had done. Only three ofthe
 
Table 23
 
Would Have Handled Disclosure Differentlv
 
Category Properties	 Dimensional range
 
(applied to each incident)
 
Disclose
 
Differently
 
Frequency often < -> never
 
Time	 earlier <- -> later
 
Person	 different < -> same
 
Details	 more < -> less
 
Place	 different < -> same
 
girls would not have disclosed. The other twenty wbuld have told much earlier, as soon as
 
the molest first happened. Only nine ofthose twenty would have told the same person,
 
feeling it would have been handled better ifthey weiitto the authorities themselves. Of
 
thetwenty girls, fifteen would have disclosed more details right away,to not only insure
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the perpetrator received some punishment,but also to reduce the number ofquestions
 
they were asked later. Onlyfour ofthe twenty would have disclosed in the same place,the
 
othersfeeling the location did not aid in their disclosure.
 
The effects ofdisclosure often resulted in additionaltraumafor the victims. The
 
participants saw removalfrom their homes as more traumatic when it wasimmediate,
 
lasting for a long time,an oflBcial decision and with an overall negative experience The
 
mosttraumatic experience was being questioned aboutthe molest,especially when it hap
 
pened often, was extensive, highly intense,oflong duration and involved many people.
 
They also found testifying in court increased their s :nse ofrevictimization. This was most
 
often the case when they had little preparation,there were many questions^ which involved
 
much embarrassment,the questioning lasted a long time and they had to confront the per­
petrator. The consequences to the perpetrator also influenced how the victims viewed the
 
effects ofdisclosure. Many ofthe participants felt l^ss revictimized ifthe perpetrator was
 
immediately removed and arrested,then sentenced to along period injail and mandated to
 
sometype oftreatment. The sense ofcontinuing trauma experienced by many ofthe vic
 
tims was exacerbated when the perpetrator denied all responsibility, showed no remorse,
 
blamed and rejected the victim and took flight. The desire to punish the perpetrator led to
 
contradictory feelings,in some ofthe victims, when t|hey experienced regret over the con
 
sequences to the perpetrator.
 
Thetrauma experienced by some ofthe victinjis following disclosure was often the
 
result ofthe response oftheir family. There was moretrauma when the family blamed,
 
rejected and responded with anger. The traumatic effects ofdisclosure were reduced
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whenthe victims felt increased closeness, high|level ofbeliefand complete support
 
from theirfamiUes.
 
Following disclosure most ofthe participants in this study reported a profoimd
 
sense ofreliefat no longer having to live with the secret. However,for somethe relief
 
was short-lived asthe effects oftheir disclosure bdcame apparent. A number ofthem felt
 
)
 
a strong desire to recant their earlier statements about molest,in fact, many did retract
 
their disclosures. In each case they would have modified how they disclosed their sexual
 
abuse, disclosing earlier,to a different person, with more details and in a different place.
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DISCUSSK)N
 
The results indicate the process ofdisclosure and its after effects are highly in
 
volved and not a simple matter of"molest, disclosure, cessation ofmolest." It can be seen
 
that a number ofpoints the process cantake varioLis turns and the results be totally differ
 
ent. The data give a clearer picture the process ofdisclosure for this sample,offering a
 
characterization ofthe individual to whom the vicfim is mostlikely to disclose,the factors
 
which helped or hindered it, the context and the effects ofdisclosure.
 
The experiences presented in this study partially answer the questions of"what"
 
happens and"what"the impact is, ofthe disclosure ofsexual abuse. It is clear there wasa
 
process by which the participants in this study decided who to tell, that variousfactors
 
helped or hindered that decision, which occurred in certain context,with specific results.
 
The results supportthe findings ofmany authors wlho have investigated sexual abuse,its
 
disclosure and the impact ofthat disclosure. FinkelIhor and Browne(1985),Browne and
 
Finkelhor(1986),and Russell(1983)found similar i
results in their research,though pre­
sented quantitatively.
 
The results ofthis study are limited by the ery specific nature ofthe sample,only
 
females between the ages often and nineteen,who where in atreatment program for sex­
ual abuse victims. This sample prevents wide generaUzations from the results,but does
 
offer insight into this group and allowsfor speculation relative to other victims ofsexual
 
abuse.
 
The responses gathered from the limited sample ofthis study offers some insights
 
into the disclosure ofsexual abuse and its impact upon adolescentfemales. First,in terms
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ofto whom a victim,as represented in this study, would most likely choseto disclose. As
 
shown in the results,the recipient ofdisclosure is more likely to be someone to whom the
 
victim is related and upon whom they are dependent,rather than a person in authority.
 
Therefore,this person is likely to be a parent or other close relative. Holding the factors
 
ofalliance, duration ofrelationship and contact constant,the key factors in disclosing to a
 
relative revolve around trust and communication. In increasing the likelihood ofdisclo
 
sure,the first goal ofthe social work profession would be to enhance trust and
 
communication betweenfamily members. The second goal would be to increase, not only
 
the family members'availability to suspected victims, but also their general knowledge
 
about sexual abuse. It would also be importantto help the family membersto understand
 
the importance ofthe victim's confidentiahty,the need to offer encouragement and un
 
qualified belief. The need to provide supportfor the victim in disclosing and afterward
 
would need to be emphasized,as would the need to take immediate action to reportthe
 
abuse. However,the mostimportant responseto encourage onthe part offamily mem
 
bers isforthem to ask about sexual abuse.
 
The practitioner themselves,must work to enhance trust and open communication
 
between them and the suspected victim. They must be available and knowledgeable about
 
sexual abuse and disclosure. The social worker should strive to increase in themselves all
 
ofthe characteristics needed to enhance disclosure. They should also endeavorto enhance
 
these characteristics in other authority figures who liave contact with potential victims.
 
such as teachers and doctors. Mostofall they mus1 ask about sexual abuse.
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The social work practitioner must work td reduce the factors which hinder disclo
 
sure. Education is a keyfactor in increasing knovdedge aboutthe meaning and nature of
 
sexual abuse. Advocating for programsin schools and in the media would help to increase
 
knowledge and beliefand reduce the impactofthreats and promises. Education would
 
increase the awarenessin victims and potential vicWsthat others have been molested and
 
have disclosed. It could also convey information regarding the appropriate wordsto use
 
in disclosing,to whom one could disclose, and the procedures involved in disclosing. In
 
creased education about sexual abuse would also help to clarify the role ofresponsibility
 
and reduce fear ofharm to the victim and their fareiily. Advocacyfor appropriate laws and
 
consequences would mitigate concern for the perp^rator and impactthe effects ofperpe
 
trator's response to disclosure.
 
While the data in this study indicate that afamiliar location fosters disclosure,
 
many ofthese familiar environments are not safe for the victims ofsexual abuse. The so
 
cial worker needsto work to develop safe environments which foster disclosure. The
 
emotions which exist in the context ofdisclosure can be addressed in a nianner which will
 
maximizethe likelihood ofdisclosure. Identification offear,anger and fiustration and ap
 
propriate therapeutic work can help the victim charnelthese emotions into action. Work
 
to minimize shame and depression can release these blocksto disclosure.
 
Education aboutthe effects ofisolation can help individuals who come into contact
 
with potential victims identify potential problems and affect someintercession. Interven
 
tions withfamihes and suspected victims can serve|o reduce the effects ofisolation and
 
increase the possibihty some victims will disclose.
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Awarenessthat the decision to disclose may often be an impulsive action precipi
 
tated by a high level ofemotional arousal might alow practitioners to be more receptive to
 
these impulses. Simply asking a suspected victim during an emotional period may be all
 
that is needed to stimulate disclosure.
 
In order to minimize the increased trauma bllowing disclosure, alternative meth­
odsofdealing with the victims and gathering information would need to be explored. The
 
data from this study indicate that it is importantto make every effort possible to maintain
 
the victim in their own home and to minimize the length ofout-of-home placements. The
 
safety ofthe victim is always ofparamount conceriji, but that must be carefiilly weighed
 
against producing further trauma byremoving the /ictim from afamiliar environment,
 
A radical change would need to be made in the way evidence is gathered and legal
 
testimony is addressed. Ateam approach,which hks been tried in some areas,involving a
 
minimum number ofindividuals from requisite agencies would respond to take a child
 
abuse report. The majority ofevidence would be gathered by this team using various
 
means,including video recording. Their assessment,expertise and testimony would need
 
to be acceptable in all legal mattersinvolved. This would reduce the number ofpeople
 
who would need to interview the victim and would minimize further trauma. The use of
 
video taped testimony could become standardized to eliminate, all but extraordinary cases,
 
the need for the victim to have to appear in court.
 
The consequencesto the perpetrator would heed to be more rigorous and thor
 
oughly enforced. This would include minimumjail time, probation and mandated(and
 
enforced)treatment. It would be veryimportantto insure that there were Consequences
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forthe perpetrator,in order to reduce the victim's perception that they lare the only ones
 
being"punished"
 
There would need to be an increased effort to work with the families ofthe indi
 
viduals who disclose sexual abuse. The role ofthe social worker would be one of
 
interceding with the family to help it understand the cause and effects ofsexual abuse. It
 
would be importantto help all members accept responsibility and mininuze blame,rejec
 
tion and anger. Increasing understanding would ejicit beUefin the victim, as well as,
 
enhance closeness and support.
 
Appropriate interventions with the victim it the time ofand following disclosure
 
would help maintain their level ofreliefand minimize their desire to recant. Often victims
 
are seen only briefly and then remanded to a waiting list forfuture treatment. Immediate
 
intervention would reduce future trauma and solidify their desire to maintain their decision
 
to disclose.
 
The recommended goalsfor the social work profession cited above,may be sum
 
marized asfollows;
 
1. 	Work to enhance trust and communication between family members.
 
2. 	Increase family members'availability to suspe fed victims.
 
3. 	Educate family members'about sexual abuse,confidentiality,the need for encourage­
ment,belief, action and asking.
 
4. 	Social workers mustenhance trust and commijinication with suspected victims,as
 
well as,be available and knowledgeable.
 
5. 	Social workers must ask about sexual abuse
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6. Advocacyfor programsto increase knowledge and awareness about sexual abuse.
 
7. Advocacyfor appropriate laws and consequencesfor perpetrators.:
 
8. Work to develop safe environmentsfor disclosure.
 
9. Work to identify emotions which maximize or minimize the likelihood ofdisclosure.
 
10. Provide education aboutthe effects ofisolation and intervene to reduce its impact.
 
11. Awarenessthat disclosure is often an impulsive act.
 
12. Advocacyfor alternative methods ofgathering information from victims.
 
13. Weighing the need for out-of-home placement againstthe impact upon the victim.
 
14. Interventions with families following disclosure to minimize after-effects.
 
15. Advocacyfor more immediate interventions v/ith victims.
 
Many ofthe recommendations noted abov*}would have significant fiscalimpact,
 
locally and on a state and federal level. However,when weighed against the costto the
 
individuals and to society,these costs are small. T1he literature offers strong evidence that
 
the impact ofsexual abuse and its after effects are much costly ifleft untreated(Finkelhor
 
&Browne,1988; Strean, 1988;Briere&Runtz, 1991). The interventions ofsocial work
 
ers with victims and their families could increase the likelihood ofdisclosure and minimize
 
the traumatic effects ofdisclosure. Advocacyfor policy changes could enhance the pros­
pect ofdisclosure and reduce itsimpact upon the victims and their families. Social work
 
could have a significant impact on reducing this coSt, not only onthe micro level,but on
 
the macro level as well.
 
Further research is needed to better understand the decision making processin the
 
disclosure ofsexual abuse and to develop methods ofinterceding to expedite the process.
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Research is also needed to better understand the traumatic effects ofdisclosure and de
 
velop policies to reduce this trauma. There is also a need to understand the role of
 
education in the prevention ofsexual abuse and insure theimmediate disclosure ofthat
 
abuse.
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APPENDIX A
 
Informed Consent
 
The study in which you are being asked to participate is designed to investigate the
 
experience ofthe disclosure ofsexual abuse. This study is being conducted at(name re­
moved from reportfor confidentialitvl by John Weible,a graduate student in Social Work
 
at California State University, San Bernardino. Tljie study will be supervised byDr. Teresa
 
Morris, professor ofSocial Work.
 
In this study,John Weible and/or your grodp leader will be asking you a series of
 
questions about your experience ofthe disclosure ofsexual abuse. These questions will
 
require that you answer in your own words about yourfeehngs and thoughts. What you
 
say will be written down and recorded on audio tajje. You may be asked a second set of
 
questions several weeks later. Each series ofquestions will take no more than one hour.
 
There will be no"trick questions" and no right or>vrong answers. You will not be asked
 
any questions aboutthe sexual abuse itself, any sexual activity, nor the names ofanyone
 
involved.
 
There are minimal risks to you involved in answering these questions,however,if
 
at any time during or after the interview you feel uncomfortable aboutthe questions or
 
they bring up other issues, please feel free to discuss it in your group,with your group
 
leader, with John Weible,or with the(nameremoved from reportfor confidentialitvl
 
Program Manager,(nameremoved from reportfor confidentialitvJ. You may contact your
 
group leader, John Weible,or(name removed from reportfor confidentialitvJ at(number
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removed from reportfor confidentialityy Ifyou have any questions aboutthe study itself
 
you may contact Dr.Teresa Morris at(909)880—^5561.
 
This study is concerned with learning how YOU experienced the disclosure of
 
sexual abuse in your own words. It is interested in a number offactors related to disclo
 
sure. For example,how the disclosure came about,how the decision to disclose was
 
made,whythe disclosure was made to one person and not another,and what happened
 
after the disclosure It is believed that this information will be helpful to others who may
 
be deciding to disclose or have disclosed sexual abiuse. It is also hoped this information
 
will be usefulto counselors and therapists in helping others deal with the process ofdis
 
closure.
 
Please be assured that any information you provide will be held in strict confi
 
dence. Atno time^11 your name be reported along with you responses,and only John
 
Weible and your group leaders will be aware ofyour name. Noinformation with your
 
name on it will leave(nameremoved from reportfor confidentialityY The audio tapes will
 
only be used by John Weible to insure that what was written down was correct and will
 
not leave(nameremoved from reportfor confidentialitvJ. All data will be reported in
 
group form only. Atthe conclusion ofthis study,>ou may receive a report ofthe results
 
from John Weible and/or your group leaders.
 
This study and your participation in it, are not part ofthe normal fclinical treatment
 
offered by(name removed from reportfor confidentialitvV While it is hoped that the
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study will benefit both those who provide and those who receive treatmentfor sexual
 
abuse,it should be considered to be distinct fi"om that treatment.
 
Please understand that your participation ia this research is totally voluntary and
 
you are free to withdraw at any time during this study without penalty, and to have any
 
data about you removed at any time during this study.
 
Iacknowledge thatI have been informed of, and understand,the nature and pur
 
pose ofthis study,and Ifi^ eely consentto participate.
 
Participant's Signature Date
 
Ifunder 18 years ofage you mustalso have the signature ofyour parent or legal guardian.
 
Their signature acknowledgesthatthey also understand the nature and pmpose ofthis study,and consent
 
to your to participation.
 
Parent or Legal Guardian's Signature Date
 
Researcher's Signature Date
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APPENDIXB
 
Debriefing Statement
 
The study in which youjust participated is designed to investigate the experience
 
ofthe disclosure ofsexual abuse. This study is being conducted atfname removed fi"om
 
reportfor confidentiahtvl by John Weible,a graduate student in Social Work at California
 
State University, San Bernardino. The study is being be supervised byDr. Teresa Morris,
 
professor ofSocial Work.
 
This study is concerned with learning how YOU experienced the disclosure of
 
sexual abuse in your own words. It is interested in a number offactors related to disclo­
sure. For example,how the disclosure came about,how the decision to disclose was
 
made,whythe disclosure was madeto one person and not another,and what happened
 
after the disclosure. It is beheved that this information will be helpful to others who may
 
be deciding to disclose or have disclosed sexual abuse. It is also hoped this information
 
will be useful to counselors and therapists in helpinjjothers deal with the process ofdis
 
closure.
 
Please be assured that any information you provided will be held in strict confi
 
dence. At no time will your name be reported along with you responses,and only John
 
Weible and your group leaders will be aware ofyour name. Noinformation with your
 
name on it will leave(name removed fi'om reportfor confidentialityV The audio tapes will
 
only be used by John Weible to insure that what was written down was correct and will
 
notleave(nameremoved fi'om reportfor confidentialitvV All data will be reported in
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groupform only. Atthe conclusion ofthis study, you may receive a report ofthe results
 
from John Weible and/or your group leaders.
 
It is assumed there were minimal risks to you involved in answering these ques
 
tions, however,ifat any time after the interview you feel uncomfortable aboutthe ques
 
tions,the answers you gave,or they bring up other issues, please feelfreeto discuss it in
 
your group at(nameremoved from reportfor coniidentialitvy with your group leader.
 
with John Weible,or with(name removed from reportfor confidentiality^Program
 
Manager,(name removed from reportfor confidentialitvY You may contact your group
 
leader,John Weible,or(nameremoved from reportfor confidentialitvJ at(number re
 
moved from reportfor confidentiality^. Ifyou hav(5 any questions aboutthe study itself
 
you may contactDr. Teresa Morris at(909)880-5:561.
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APPENDIXC
 
Interview Questions
 
1. 	How old are you now?
 
2. 	How old were you when the molest first occurred?
 
3. 	How long did the sexual abuse go on before it finally stopped?
 
4. 	How old were you the first time you told someone aboutthe sexual abuse?
 
5. 	How old were you whenthe sexual abuse was disclosed?
 
6. 	Who wasthe perpetrator—what was your re ationship?
 
7. 	Who did you tell about your being sexually a3used?
 
8. 	How did you decide who to tell?
 
9. 	Did you tell anyone about being sexually abu ed who did not believe you or did not
 
do anything?
 
10. 	Did anyone try to convince you not to dis dose?
 
11. 	Did anyone try to convince you or help you decide to disclose?
 
12. 	Where were you when you disclosed the sexual abuse?
 
13. 	How did the disclosure ofyour molest come about?
 
14. 	Who reported the sexual abuseto the authoriies?
 
15. 	Whatwas happening in your life right before he sexual abuse was disclosed?
 
16. 	Ifyou disclosed the sexual abuse,what made you decide to tell someone when you
 
did?
 
17. 	What did you imagine was going to happen ifyour sexual abuse was disclosed?
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18. 	How is what really happened different from what you imagined?
 
19. 	Did you have any difficulties in disclosing your molest?
 
20. 	What helped you the mostin deciding to dis:lose your molest?
 
21. 	What happened to you after the sexual abus<5 was disclosed?
 
22. 	Whathappened to your family after the sexual abuse was disclosed?
 
23. 	What happened to the perpetrator after the sexual abuse was disclosed?
 
24. 	Where and with whom do you live now?
 
25. 	What were the most difficult things that hap]Dened after the sexual abuse was dis
 
closed?
 
26. 	What were the best things that happened after the sexual abuse was disclosed?
 
27. 	How is your life different after the sexual abiase was disclosed from whatit wasbe­
fore disclosure?
 
28. 	Ifyou could do it over what would you do(^ifferently aboutthe disclosure ofyour
 
being sexually abused?
 
29. 	Did you ever wantto take back the disclosure?
 
30. 	Ifyou had a friend who was being molested, what would you saytb them about tell­
ing someone?
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